Coordinate ™
Tables

The
Power
To Move
With You
You've Gotta Stand for Something
It’s time to adjust to the ups and downs of office life.
Embrace the new workday and a healthier work style with
Coordinate height-adjustable two-leg or three-leg bases.
Because you can’t always take things sitting down.
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Coordinate™

Shown with Solve® seating and Fuse™ storage

Coordinate™
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Shown with Ignition® 2.0 seating and 10500 Series™ desking
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Coordinate™

A

B

Give the Entire Office a Raise

C

Talk about employee perks. Transform any
worksurface into sit-to-stand with our 2-or
3-stage bases that promote healthy postures
and improved focus while boosting morale.
The big bonus? Its ability to support settings
ranging from open and private offices to
meeting spaces.
A. Winning Touchdown Space
Come on now, even nomads deserve a
healthy place to squat between meetings.
B. Healthier Way to Work
Invite movement into every office and watch
fresh ideas come to life.
C. Rise to the Occasion
Perfect for those executives who want to stay
active, but are too busy to hit the gym at lunch.

Coordinate™
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Bending To Your Will
Built-in flexibility better than a yoga pose. Coordinate rectangle or corner cove surfaces come in a variety of
sizes to fit anywhere. Optional features such as wire management and multiple control options add mobility,
convenience, and tech support that's useful by any stretch.
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Coordinate™

Change Of Pace
Add variety to your work
life with a 2-leg base with a
rectangle worksurface or a
3-leg base with a corner cove
worksurface that ranges from
24 5⁄8”H to 47 3⁄4”H.

Shown with Ignition® 2.0 seating and Contain® storage

Coordinate™
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Finishes
Make your space work.
The HON Company
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Options

T-Base
Expand Your Horizons
Sprawl out or cozy up, it’s your
call. Coordinate bases work
with 24” to 30”D and 42” to
72”W worksurfaces. And did we
mention no additional pieces are
needed for installation? Nice!

C-Base

Back To The Bases
Enhance your office look with
the T-Base and C-Base options.

Commitment Issues
So you want height adjustability but love your desk? No worries.
Coordinate desktop units transform any desk into a sit-to-stand
workstation in minutes.

See HON Pricer for complete product information.

Basic
Control

Memory
Control

Paddle
Control

Rotator
Control

More The Merrier
Coordinate with more options than ever! Change up your
office aesthetic with 4 new control options; basic, memory,
paddle, and rotator.

Power Module
Bring power directly to
the worksurface.

Hands Free
Adjust your desk height
hands free with the cordless
foot control.

Under Worksurface
Power Module
Four side access outlets make it
easy to connect to power.

For more information, visit hon.com/coordinate

